Marvel Masterworks Golden Age
Marvel Comics 1 by Al Anders

Finally Marvel Cares!!!!!!

In celebration of 65 years in comic book publishing the House of Ideas is proud to present the first four issues of the comic series that launched Marvel Comics. This monumental hardcover volume re-masters and restores these first four historic issues and collects them for the first time. Return to the Golden Age of comics with the original tales of Sub-Mariner, the Human Torch, the Angel, and Ka-Zar.

My Personal Review:
first of all people say that the art and stories of the golden age arent very good. what?????? its the best!!!! also people say that dc was better than marvel in the golden age. not true either!!!!!! heres an example.......... with dc. you have a guy who breathed in dangerous fumes and got super speed. still classic, but id choose an android who when touched by oxygen can burst into flames!!!!!
dc archives have been around for years, and there great! but now marvel is caring about there golden age material wich makes me a very pleased goober!
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